We investigate the cosmological solutions coming from the double field theory equations of motion after coupling a matter source to them. Assuming constant dilaton and imposing the section condition with respect to the regular coordinates leads to a universe dominated by momentum modes while imposing the section condition with respect to the dual coordinates naturally leads to a universe dominated by momentum modes. We show that both regimes have asymptotic behaviours related by T-duality. This hints towards defining a duality between the clocks considered in each regime and interpreting winding modes as being radiation from the point of view of a Euclidean time.
I. INTRODUCTION
The T-duality symmetry [1] plays an important role in string theory. For example, for strings on a torus of radius R, the symmetry implies that the spectrum of string states is unchanged if R → 1/R (in string units) and string momentum modes are interchanged with string winding modes. This symmetry is obeyed by string interactions, and it is assumed to be a symmetry of nonperturbative string theory (see e.g. [2, 3] ).
T-duality is a key ingredient of the String Gas Cosmology (SGC) proposal [4] for early universe cosmology. SGC in the present form (see e.g. [5] [6] [7] for reviews) is based on ideas coming from string thermodynamics. As is well known [8] , there is a maximal temperature for a gas of closed strings in thermal equilibrium, the Hagedorn temperature T H . If we consider a box of strings of radius R, then the temperature T (R) of a gas of strings in this box remains close to T H for a range of values of R about R = 1 (in string units), the range increasing as the entropy of the string gas increases. Hence, it was postulated in [4] that the early phase of the universe might be a quasi-static hot string gas phase (see also [9] for similar ideas). As was realized in [10] , thermal fluctuations in the quasi-static phase evolve into an approximately scaleinvariant spectrum of cosmological fluctuations with a slight red tilt, and [11] a scale-invariant spectrum of gravitational waves with a slight blue tilt. In this framework, the key size and shape moduli of extra dimensions can be stabilized in a natural way [12] [13] [14] . What is missing in string gas cosmology, however, is a dynamical understanding of how the space-time background evolves. Our work is motivated by the aim to make progress on this issue.
As already pointed out in [4] , in string theory on a compact space there are two coordinates for each dimen-sion of the topological space, firstly the coordinate x associated with the momentum modes, and secondly the dual coordinatex associated with the winding modes (note that for point particle theories there is only the coordinate x associated with the momentum modes). It is hence to be expected that the dynamics of the background geometry of SGC should live in a doubled space including both x andx coordinates. Double Field Theory (DFT) [15] [16] [17] is an interesting proposal for a field theory living in doubled space. DFT is given (see e.g. [18] for a review) by an action for a generalized metric in 2D space-time dimensions which is constructed from the metric, antisymmetric tensor field and dilaton (the "background") of the massless sector of a D space-time dimensional string theory. In particular, after imposing a section condition the dynamical equations for the background reduce to those of supergravity (we will here focusing on bosonic supergravity).
In this paper we will couple a cosmological (i.e. homogeneous and isotropic) background of DFT to matter described by some energy density ρ and some pressure p. We will study various ways of imposing a section condition, assuming that the dilaton is fixed. If we impose the section condition with respect to the regular coordinate (i.e. we assume that the variables do not depend on the dual coordinates), then we find that the equation of state of matter has to be that of regular radiation. On the other hand, if we impose the section condition with respect to the dual coordinates (i.e. we assume that the variables do not depend on the regular coordinates), then we find that the equation of state of matter has to be an equation of state dominated by winding modes. However, even though the equations of state differ, the background dynamics is the same, corresponding to a radiation-like expansion.
We then speculate about a dynamical transition between the two branches of solutions, a correct description of which would have to go beyond the strict framework of DFT and would have to involve more stringy considerations. We argue that this transition might involve a complexification of the scale factor (see also [19] where complexifications of the scale factor have been recently proposed to resolve the cosmological singularity).
The supergravity (SUGRA) equations of motion have been studied extensively for homogeneous and isotropic space-times (see e.g. [20, 21] ). If the antisymmetric tensor vanishes they reduce to the ones of dilaton gravity. Recently, we [22] have considered the coupling of dilaton gravity to a perfect fluid matter source whose equation of state is that expected from a gas of fundamental closed strings. This equation of state has the property that it is dominated by momentum modes at large values of the cosmological scale factor (equation of state w = 1/d, where d is the dimension of space), by winding modes for small values (equation of state w = −1/d), and has zero presssure for intermediate values. The resulting solutions were shown to be nonsingular in both the string and Einstein frames, when interpreted in terms of a dual time variable in the winding mode regime 1 . In this paper we go one step further and consider the cosmological equations in the context of double field theory.
DFT equations of motion for cosmology have been studied in [24] , but in the absence of matter sources. Matter sources have been explicitly included in the general DFT equations recently derived in [25] , where care was taken to have both background and matter terms considered in the DFT-invariant way. However, in that paper no cosmological solutions were considered. It is such solutions which we consider here.
A word on notation: small Latin letters i, j, ... indicate indices which run over the regular D = d + 1 spacetime dimensions, capital letters M, N, ... stand for indices which run over both the regular and the dual space-time dimensions. The cosmological scale factor is denoted by a(t), where t is the physical time. The dual time is denoted byt. The equation of state parameter w is w = p/ρ, where ρ and p are energy density and pressure, respectively.
II. SHORT REVIEW OF DOUBLE FIELD THEORY
The DFT action unifies the metric g ij , the two-form b ij and the dilaton φ by rewriting these fields in an O(D, D, R) covariant way, where D is the number of spacetime dimensions, and it reduces to the supergravity action if there is no dependence on the dual coordinates 2 . It is given by,
where d contains both the dilaton φ and the determinant of the metric,
and where [26] ,
where the generalized metric, H MN , is defined as,
having its O(D, D) index structure being lifted or lowered by the matrix η MN , defined as,
Throughout the rest of this paper we will be working with double spacetime coordinates.
III. DUAL COSMOLOGY
The cosmological background equations of motion coming from DFT are the same as the ones coming from SUGRA for the dynamical fields in terms of the momentum coordinates. Thus, all the solutions found in that context can be automatically brought into the DFT framework. What differs in the latter is that the underlying geometry is (2d+1)-dimensional and given by the following line element,
We already considered some physical aspects of this metric in previous work. In [22] we showed that the cosmological solutions of supergravity in the presence of a perfect fluid matter gas with the equation of state appropriate to SGC 3 are nonsingular in the string frame, and can be given a nonsingular interpretation in the Einstein frame making use of a dual timet which replaces the regular time t for small values of the scale factor. Making use of this dual time, it was shown earlier [23] that point particle geodesics can be extended infinitely far both into the future and towards the past.
If we start with two time coordinates, the cosmological ansatz for the line element is
where now the generalized metric is also defined in terms of the temporal component of the space-time metric. The vacuum equations of motion for DFT in the presence of a dual-time associated to the winding sector are given by [24] ,
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect tot, and a dot a derivative with respect to t. Also, note thatH ≡ a ′ /a and 2d ≡ 2φ − (D − 1) ln a is the shifted dilaton. To derive these equations, we need to vary the DFT action (1) with respect to d, g tt and g ii , respectively, assuming a cosmological background while taking into account the constraint,
which in our case simply implies g µν g νρ = δ ρ µ
4 . Comparing (8) to standard string cosmology equations [20] in the presence of matter, we propose coupling the above equations to matter by the following prescription,
where P and E are the pressure and energy associated to the matter sector, respectively 5 . Note that they are also function oft. One might wonder if these quantities would have their dual counterparts. That is not the case, since we know that g tt = g −1 tt and g ii = g −1 iĩ due to (9) . Therefore, it is easy to see that,
so that varying (1) with respect to gtt would result in the same equation of motion derived by varying it with respect to g tt . The same follows for the other components 67 . 4 Note that associated to dt is gtt ≡ g −1 tt . 5 In [20] matter was introduced via the matter action S = dt √ −gttF (log a, β √ −gtt) , where F is the one loop free energy. In principle, this prescription can be extended in the presence of double time (see appendix A). It is left for a future work [27] to consider its full covariant formulation. 6 Regardless, we can still think of the dual counterparts as a matter of definition, even though they are not independent of the normal ones. In particular, it is easy to see thatρ = −ρ, after assuming gtt = −1, andp = −a 4 t,t p, given g ii = a 2 t,t . 7 Note that fully covariant equations coupling matter to DFT Having the equations of motion in double space-time, we need now to consider the imposition of the section condition. Typically it is imposed in the so called supergravity frame, which means assuming that the dynamical fields do not depend on the dual coordinates. However, one could equally well consider the imposition of any O (D, D) rotation of the section condition, in particular assuming that there is no dependence on the regular coordinates rather than no dependence on the dual coordinates. We will consider the resulting dynamics in each frame and draw an interpretation in terms of the overall existence of either momentum or winding modes in the next section.
Before we proceed, a few comments are in order here. There are two different takes we can consider regarding DFT: as a fundamental theory or as a mathematical framework that connects T-dual solutions of string theory. If one assumes DFT is fundamental, then changing between frames is the same as considering different gauge choices, and even though the solutions look different, this is just due to a gauge choice [29] . On the other hand, one can consider DFT as a theory that connects distinct physical solutions, which in the context of DFT would be accounted for in different frames. For instance, it is known that there are string backgrounds which are nongeometric and do not have a good supergravity description, yet they are captured by alternative frame choices [30] [31] [32] . In fact, an explicit example of such interpretation was considered in [33] , where there is a natural choice of frame picked by the string/wave solution as one approaches its core, being the dual frame the natural one. We will consider the latter approach throughout the rest of this paper.
In order to simplify our reasoning, we will be considering the dilaton to be already stabilized. Thus, we have 2ḋ = − (D − 1) H and 2d ′ = − (D − 1)H, and (10) become,
H
background were proposed in [25] . They arise from varying a generalized action consisting of geometrical action plus matter action with respect to the generalized metric. It reduces to a generalization of supergravity when the section condition is imposed in the supergravity frame, where the gravitational charge can also be acquired through couplings with the dilaton and the antisymmetric tensor field. The cosmology of such framework will be discussed at [27] . In comparison, our equations, derived for homogeneous and isotropic space-times, are not fully covariant, as it is further discussed and explored in [28] . In order to define the energy density and pressure we need to make explicit use of the frame which was being considered. Hence, the equations of [25] have a larger scope of application.
where G depends on φ = φ 0 , the fixed value of the dilaton. The most important feature to be noticed in these equations is the asymmetry between the regular and dual coordinates dependence in the second equation. Now we consider each particular frame.
A. Supergravity frame: large radius limit
The mass spectrum of a closed string in a onedimensional space, compactified on a circle, is
where N,Ñ correspond to oscillatory modes of the string, p corresponds to its momentum modes, associated to the center of mass motion, and w corresponds to winding modes, accounting for the number of times the string has wrap itself around the compact dimension in a topologically non-trivial way. We expect that as the scale factor becomes larger 8 only momentum modes will be energetically favorable (considering that the radius of the compact dimensions would also become larger), as it can be easily seen from (13) . In this case, we hope that only the t-dependence should be relevant, given thet was introduced exactly to tackle the winding modes dynamics from a T-dual perspective. This is typically called supergravity frame, but here we are putting forward an interpretation associated with this frame. We will do similarly in the next sub-section when considering the winding-frame.
After imposing the section condition on thetcoordinates, the equations of motion (12) reduce to the standard string cosmology equations for a stabilized dilaton [20] ,
which imply the following equation of state,
corresponding to a radiation-like universe. This leads to the scale factor evolving as
Evidently, the continuity equation is,
and the energy density redshifts as radiation,
The above result is not surprising since it is well known from studies of dilaton-gravity that an expanding universe the dilaton can only be constant if the equation of state of matter is that of radiation.
B. Winding-frame: small radius limit
Now we consider what we call the winding-frame, in which we impose the section condition on the regular coordinates. We expect this frame to be a good description for the regime in which winding modes dominate, corresponding to the limit of small radius as seen in (13) . In this case the equations of motion become,
implying the following equation of state,
which corresponds to a fluid composed only of winding modes. We thus see that constant dilaton in the winding frame is only consistent if the equation of state of matter is that of a gas of winding modes. This is quite surprising, since this resulted from assuming a regime in which the t-dependence is gone, not an a priori assumption about the matter content, reinforcing the interpretation of this frame being associated to a dynamics ruled by only winding modes. Due to the asymmetry between the frames seen in (12), and having an equation of state given by winding modes, which is the negative of what we have for radiation, the continuity equation reads,
which implies that the energy density will also redshifts as radiation,
despite corresponding to winding modes. This differs from what we find in usual cosmology, where (20) implies ρ ∝ a 2−D instead. Note that our result explicitly shows that the universe is T-dual, i.e., a universe characterized by a winding equation of state in the dual coordinates behaves exactly the same as a universe dominated by momentum modes in the regular coordinates. However, it is important to realize that as we take the limit of small scale factor in the momentum frame, which approaches a singularity, the winding frame expands due to the scale factor duality a(t) → a −1 (t) [34, 35] . Imposing the section condition separates both solutions, but if matter in the universe is made of both winding and momentum modes, a smooth transition, not possible in standard DFT, is needed. We investigate this further in a future work [36] .
In order to solve for the scale factor, first we notice that unlike the momentum case, the corresponding Friedmann-like equation has a minus sign,
Thus, we see that eitherH is complex and ρ > 0 (which implies p < 0, as usual for winding modes) orH is real but ρ < 0 (and p > 0). ConsideringH to be complex, then we can work with the following ansatz,
so that the Friedmann-like equation becomes,
where
second equation vanishes identically and the first equation becomes,H
so that,
whereã 0 is a constant in this regime. Let us take a moment to analyze what we have just derived. Before, for the momentum case, we obtained the solution,
where θ m = 0, since the solution was real. Writing both solutions together, we have,
Now, remembering that the scale factor solution associated to the winding modes is the reciprocal of the one associated to the momentum ones (and ignoring those arbitrary constants for the moment),
w , and we conclude that the solutions are dual given,
Therefore, quite surprisingly, we can also interpret that the winding scale factor solution corresponds to a Wick rotation of the reciprocal of the momentum timecoordinate. Since θ is actually a dynamical variable for us, this rotation happens dynamically as it will be shown below.
For the general case, we still need to solve (25) . Combining the equations, we see that
The solution for θ is given by,
whereÃ 0 is a constant. Therefore,
which implies that,
for some arbitrary constant C 1 . In particular, given that we have chosenÃ t to be real, this constant should be set to 0 since it would not be there in the first place if we had complied with the assumption thatH A was real. We see that for larget we recover the typical radiation solution as expected with a complex phase.
Having this general solution is quite helpful also to understand the particular case we considered above, the one θ = π/D. In principle, we would like to have this happenning dynamically as opposed to just fixing θ by hand. To see that, let us take the larget limit, theñ
which implies that
Therefore, this shows that it is the case, indeed, that deep in the winding regime this phase is singled out and the oscillations in the scale factor cease to exist. Also, this shows that our temporal duality defined above appears due to the dynamics of our solutions. Finally, as an illustration, we could have considered ρ < 0 in (25) , ending up with,
For this case, the winding and radiation solutions would be dual under the following identification,
This further motivates the heuristic arguments considered in [22, 23] . We see that for positive energy density, the temporal parameter space is complex, while for negative energy density it is R 2 .
IV. COMMENTS
Considering the results from the last section, we can speculate about a different interpretation of these findings. It has been argued before in the context of quantum cosmology and quantum gravity that the ground state of the wave function of the universe should correspond to Euclidean geometry [37] , which would have a non-zero probability of tunneling to a de Sitter state of continual expansion.
In fact, such proposals motivated studies about classical change of the metric's signature [38] . In particular, it has been observed that the equation of state for a perfect fluid gets a minus sign when the underlying geometry is Euclidean. Therefore, the radiation equation of state in Euclidean space would mimic the equation of state of winding modes.
If we run this reasoning backwards, we could speculate that winding modes should be understood as radiation when time is Euclidean. The transition we observe from winding frame to momentum frame would correspond simply to a change of the signature of the metric. This is further developed in [36] .
V. CONCLUSION
Double Field Theory can be interpreted as a natural generator of T-dual solutions once the section condition is imposed in one or another set of coordinates. We investigated these different solutions after considering a cosmological ansatz for the metric. We have shown that in both frames we have a radiation-like dynamics, but with different equations of state. On one side, the universe is dominated by winding modes while in the other one, by momentum modes. This is exactly what one would expect. The small scale factor limit in one frame approaches a singularity while in the dual frame it expands to an infinite volume. The T-dual mapping between the two frames provides further evidence for the connection between the two time coordinates pointed out previously in [22, 23] . Typically, matter is introduced in SUGRA by the following action [20] ,
where F is the free energy,
Formally, we can think of a T-dual covariant generalization of it by defining the following action,
with F depending on both sets of coordinates. Then, we can write
or
where F is also function of both sets of coordinates. Finally, the standard definitions of the energy and pressure of the system follow as usual, E(t,t) = −2 δF δg 00 (A5) P i (t,t) = − δS δ ln a i . 
